Sub.: AIU Initiative to Unite India through “KUCH ARTISTIC KARO-NA”.

Dear Vice Chancellors and Directors,

The COVID-19 outbreak has posed major global challenges, with direct impact on our students in the higher education institutions. Although most of the universities are taking care of academic interests of the students and have resorted to online learning, the students are missing the campus life and their friends. The Corona pandemic has deprived them of the vibrant cultural ambiance available on the campuses.

AIU, in its endeavor to Unite India, proposes to fill up this gap by organizing an Online Cultural Event enabling students to participate in various cultural activities. “Kuch Artistic Karo-na”, is an online initiative of AIU to stay connected with our students culturally, wherein any student can participate virtually in different cultural categories by sharing their videos with AIU online.

The students of universities and colleges have to register for the event at http://tiny.cc/Uniteindia and upload their videos of performances. A poster for the event is also enclosed. All the students would be awarded certificates and winners would be rewarded suitably. We shall also upload selected videos on AIU website.

I shall be grateful if you kindly disseminate the information to the students in your university and affiliated colleges and encourage wider participation.

With warm regards,

Yours sincerely,

(Pankaj Mittal)

Encl.: As stated above.

The Vice Chancellor / Director of all the Member Universities.